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Please update your address book with our new location!
We have moved! Beginning August 19, 2013, Fairmont Farmers Mutual will
be located at 118 Downtown Plaza in Fairmont, Minnesota – the former Bank
Midwest building. Please note that our telephone number, fax number and
e-mail addresses will remain the same. We are looking forward to working
with you from our new location and we appreciate your continued support.
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Renter’s Insurance for Students
With students heading off to college this fall, it is a good time to think about renter’s insurance.
Does Everyone Need Renter's Insurance?
It’s always a good idea to take precautions to protect
yourself and your belongings. If a college student is
under 21 years old, enrolled in classes and living in oncampus housing, the student may be covered under his
or her parents’ homeowner’s or renter’s insurance
policy. On average, a dependent is covered for up to
10% of the parent’s policy.

Other Points of Interest Regarding Renter’s Insurance
When a claim is reported, the insurance company will
ask the policyholder for proof of purchase for all items
reported on the claim. A comprehensive list of
possessions, including purchase prices, model numbers
and serial numbers, will suffice. It also is a good idea
to take photos or video footage of any personal
possessions for documentation, making sure it is stored
in a secure, off-site location.

Actual Cash Value vs. Replacement Cost
One important factor to look for when shopping for
renter’s insurance is “actual cash value” vs.
“replacement cost” coverage. While it may not affect
your short-term premiums, it may make a large
difference in your claim submission.

When determining how much, if any, renter’s insurance
you should purchase, estimate the value of your
personal possessions. This is the amount of insurance
you will need to replace the contents of your home if
everything were destroyed. There may be limits on
electronics, computers, I-pads, etc., so it would be wise
to double check with your insurance agent regarding
the specific provisions of your policy.

Actual cash-value coverage, as the name implies, will
reimburse you for the cost of the property at the time
of the claim, minus your deductible. It’s important to
account for depreciation when considering this
coverage option. For example, if you lose an audio
system that was purchased five years before the claim,
you will be reimbursed for the current value of the
system. This may result in a lower claim payment than
you expect.

One of the smartest things you can do as a renter is
reduce the chances of needing to file a claim altogether
by requesting that the property owner install an antitheft or safety device inside the rental property. Always
lock the doors on your home and car.
In all cases, it is recommended to reference your
current insurance policy or contact your agent when
deciding whether or not to purchase renter’s insurance
for a student away at college.

Replacement cost coverage, on the other hand, will
reimburse the full value of the new audio system, after
you purchase the new system and submit your receipts.
While the up-front cost is greater with replacement cost
coverage, you are more likely to receive accurate
compensation for your possessions.

Fall Maintenance Tips
During the fall season, before the weather grows colder, it's important to prepare for the winter months to prevent costly
damage later on. Below are fall preventative home maintenance steps that every homeowner should follow.
Gutters and Downspouts
Clean gutters and downspouts frequently throughout fall to prevent build up of leaves and other debris. Neglected gutters can lead to wood rot
problems, pest infestations, wet basements, foundation damage and many other expensive complications. Be sure water is not coming down behind gutters and that all support brackets are securely in place. Check to ensure water drains properly and doesn't pool, which can cause damage
to foundations, driveways, and walkways.
Chimney and Fireplace
Call a professional in to inspect and clean your chimney. Fireplaces that are regularly used during the season should have an annual cleaning to
prevent dangerous chimney fires. Test your fireplace flue for a tight seal when closed. Consider installing a carbon monoxide alarm near the fireplace and furnace.
Landscape and Yardwork
Trim any tree limbs that are dangerously close to power lines or the roof of your house. Heavy snow and ice can cause damage in the winter. Trim
any weeds growing around buildings. Dry fall weeds will catch fire easily and will quickly spread a fire to adjacent buildings.
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Harvest Safety Reminders
Harvest will soon be underway and farmers will be in one of their busiest times of the
year. Long hours and dangerous working conditions are accepted as a normal part
of a farmer’s life, but no one should become a statistic for the sake of getting done a
day or two earlier.

Safety Tips for Farmers










Stay alert. Take breaks -- get out of the cab and walk around every few hours.
Shut down the machine before working on it. If the combine becomes clogged, shut off the
motor, not just the header, before attempting to unplug it by hand.
Know where your co-workers are. Visibility is poor around large machinery. Many deaths are
the result of bystanders being run over or crushed between machines.
Never trust hydraulic systems when working under a machine. Always use a safety prop if
you must work under a header or other heavy machinery.
Never step over a rotating PTO. The few extra steps you save by not walking around the tractor aren’t
worth losing your life.
Never stand on grain that is being moved. Every year people “drown” in grain carts and grain
bins that are being emptied.
Keep grain auger grates and shields in place. Protect your hands and feet.
If you must move machinery on a roadway after dark, have working headlights and flashing
front and rear warning lights.
Always display the reflective, triangular slow-moving vehicle emblem on all tractors, combines,
grain carts, and other farm machinery when driven or pulled on public roadways.

Safety Tips for Rural Residents








Remember to be watchful on county roads during harvest. A car going 50 mph coming up
behind a farm implement moving at 15 mph closes at a rate of over 50 feet per second.
Don’t pull out in front of farm vehicles. Heavily loaded trucks and grain trailers can’t stop as
quickly as a passenger car.
Watch out! Trucks and farm equipment may be entering the roadway from field lanes in places
where you wouldn’t normally expect them.
Give them room. Eight-row headers are nearly 25 feet wide and 12-row headers are nearly 35
feet wide. These take up nearly all of a roadway. When overtaking a combine, give the farmer
time to see you and to find a safe place where he/she can pull over and make room for you to
pass. Never attempt to pass a wide farm machine until the driver is aware of your presence.
Never try to pass a combine or other implement on the shoulder of the road. If you hit a
washout or hidden culvert, you could roll the vehicle.
Harvest activity can disturb deer, causing them to be on the move during times
of the day they are usually lying down. Be especially alert for deer during harvest.

Tom Dorn, Extension Educator, Lancaster County - University of Nebraska-Lincoln
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Have a student heading to college?
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